Providing advanced
tuning & diagnostic
total solutions for the
motorcycle industry
since 1992.

Your total source for diagnostics and tuning

Calibration & Tuning
Flash Tuner Race Performance is
available either as a standalone unit,
or in combination with any
Centurion Scan Tool
Flash Tuner Race Performance
for Harley-Davidson (Delphi)
Flash Tuner Race Performance
for Harley-Davidson (Marelli)
Flash Tuner Race Performance
for Buell

Diagnostics
The Centurion diagnostic scan tools are
offered in a variety of configurations
to provide the solutions for all of your
motorcycle diagnostic needs.
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Offers the tune ability you
want at a price you can’t resist

Auto Tuning &
Remote Technical Support

Flash Tuner by TechnoResearch is a high
end system that is compatible with Marelli
and Delphi systems on all EFI HarleyDavidson ® bike models up to 2012. This
commercial grade EFI Tuning system built by
professionals, for professionals, gives the
technician the greatest, easiest and most
accurate tunability of any current EFI Tuning
system available.

Ok all you techs, are you ready to be
amazed? Say you’re working on a hot custom
tune big cams, pipe heads, or just a problem
stock bike and you get stuck. Now the job
is due and you have five more to get done
before you call it a day. Dial up the pros
at TechnoResearch, link up remotely and
they will help guide you through the set.
Just like that the Flash Tuner saves money,
makes money, saves time and makes your
customer happy. Heck, you may even make
the boss happy. This proven technology
has saved many tuners a long night. With
thousands of custom maps, Flash Tuner is the
answer. Flash Tuner is the best aftermarket
alternative for your Harley.

FEATURES
TechnoResearch’s new Flash Tuner with
its Auto Tuning feature using an O 2 wide
band sensor or the bike’s narrow band, is
the only of its kind in the market. With its
custom designed easy-to-read plug and
play computer interface, This Flash Tuner will
save time and money giving the customer a
better tuned, better performing, more exact
tune through the entire throttle band.

Personal Vehicle
Identification
Hardware Key

Call today & they will prove it.

TechnoResearch has over 20 years of
the highest level of ‘performance EFI
tuning system’ worldwide for the likes of
Ducati, Moto Guzzi, and the Great HarleyDavidson ®. TechnoResearch is not only
the best of the best; it also has the most
consistent R&D software upgrades of any EFI
tuning system throughout the world.
Shown options sold separately,

